In ambient systems, a principal may be a physical object whose identity does not convey useful information for taking security decisions. Thus, establishing a trusted channel with a device depends more on the device being able to demonstrate what it does, rather than who it is. This paper proposes a security model that allows a principal to establish the intent of an adversary and to make the adversary prove its trustworthiness by furnishing proof of current and past behavior.
Introduction
The technological combination of portable devices (e.g., smart phones, PDAs), wireless networking, and processor cards embedded into everyday devices, has led to the emergence of ambient computing systems. Ambient systems are employed for process control and personcentric applications like mobile health [9] , where devices monitor a person's vital functions and contact a doctor in the event of an emergency, domotics [13] , where devices in building environments are used to monitor and control access to rooms, and payment schemes [10] where user devices hold purses or subscription information that is read each time user gains access to a service.
Information security is a major concern for ambient systems since personal devices can contain private user information and business subscription data, and run increasingly sensitive applications from the health and business domains. There are three major security risks that users of ambient systems face that can compromise the security of a device's information. One obvious risk is device theft, which is particularly serious if the device does not possess a means to protect the confidentiality of information that it stores from thieves. Another risk is virus and worm infections, especially since devices rely heavily on other devices in the network for services; increased network activity increases the risk of viral infections. Yet another risk is spam: already a pest for the Internet, spam seriously reduces the quality of a user's experience and wastes his network, storage and battery resources.
Implementing information security in ambient systems is quite an engineering challenge. For instance, devices that communicate can be unknown to each other, so the first step in communication is to establish mutual trust, or in other words, to set up a trusted channel between them. Since the network might use short-range radio, the network might not possess a trusted third party, like a certificate authority [16] or reputation server [18] , that can help mistrusting devices establish a trusted channel. Thus, when two peers want to establish a trusted channel, the security model must ensure that there is sufficient security information already on their devices to establish the channel, and thus minimize reliance on third parties.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the security requirements for ambient systems and to propose a security model. This model is entitled message quality since its role is to enable a device to examine each message that it receives from a partner device, and to determine if that message is consequent to a security attack on, or by, the partner device. The model's implementation leverages support from the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [19] -a general purpose hardware chip designed for secure computing that can be used by a platform to demonstrate that its software has not been tampered with.
A key feature of the security model is the deprecated role of principal identity: it can be more important for a device to prove what it does than it is to prove who it is. For instance, when a user PDA interacts with a soda vending machine, it is more useful for the PDA to establish that the machine returns sodas in return for payment than it is to know the vending machine's serial number. This approach requires that a security model validates the software running on the device, whereas traditional security models are designed to validate the identity of a principal. A second aim of the model is to enable principals to estimate
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Ambient System Security 5 the trustworthiness of a partner principal, by being able to determine if their partner has behaved in a trustworthy way in the past. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the security challenges of ambient computing systems that the paper addresses. The security model is presented in Section 3, and we comment on its strengths and weaknesses. In Section 4, the model is integrated into a programming model that is often used in ambient computing -the tuple space model [7] . An example of the security model in use is presented. Related work is presented in Section 5 which concludes the paper.
Security Challenges in Ambient Systems
Viruses remain one of the most common and most costly source of security attacks in information systems. Handheld devices are not immune to viruses, the Cabir virus for instance being the first major virus on the Symbian operating system and the Duts virus infecting PocketPCs 1 . A mobile device virus is potentially more pernicious than an Internet virus since a device can be engaged in a communication without the owner being aware. (One can always disconnect a wired communication link and thus be sure that the computer is not engaged in hidden communication).
A second major security concern in today's information systems is information misuse [6] . This is the problem of information being exposed or destroyed because of ineffective access controls to physical and information resources. A concrete example for handhelds is theft: the French interior ministry reports that up to 200 000 mobile phones are stolen in France each year 2 . A further risk for ambient systems is spam -a well known problem for the Internet, with over 70% of e-mail traffic consisting of unsolicited messages [11] . Spam is attractive for attackers (spamers) due to the low cost of sending messages. A similar situation can arise in ambient systems, where devices can send information to others at no cost -apart from the energy consumed by the device's battery. An example spam scenario is one where a user passes near a supermarket and picks up unwanted messages from items on sale.
We choose in this paper to concentrate on the above risks since they are relatively novel. There are of course other risks, like network blocking attacks, as well as traditional risks such as cracking the trusted hardware on devices and PIN theft.
There are a number of challenges to implementing a security infrastructure that can address these risks. These are:
• There is a potentially huge number of peers without centralized management. No peer knows all others, and most peers know few others. Strictly speaking, peer Alice knows Bob if she can link Bob's identity to his expected behavior. This lack of knowledge would normally imply the use of trusted third parties such as recommendation servers and certificate authorities. However, given the potential size of systems and weak
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C. Bryce connectivity of wireless networks, trusted third party solutions must be minimized in favor of decentralized, scalable ones. In a decentralized solution, when Alice sends a message M to Bob, then the peers and message M already contain sufficient data for Bob to verify if it is safe to act upon the message, i.e., that the message is not consequent to a security attack.
• Personal computing devices have limited computing, storage and energy resources. Consequently, devices need to optimize network communications and general processing, and this restriction curtails the security infrastructure.
• Each device owner is autonomous and has complete control over his device. He is free to install any software on his device and gain access to any service. He can manipulate information on the device in any way, unless that data is stored in a trusted zone, possibly with the support of trusted hardware. A device may be stolen and then used or misused by a non-owner. A device owner might also be free to manage the identity of his device. This can lead to the so-called Sybil attack [5] where a malicious user changes the identity of his device and exploits this new identity to dissociate himself from his previous malicious behavior, by appearing as a new device with no record of malicious activity.
• Knowing a principal's name should not be considered the same thing as knowing its expected behavior or trust level. Systems in practice degrade over time through ware of hardware and software (as patches are applied for upgrades and virus/bug fixes). Embedded devices can degrade simply through physical ware to their environment. Thus, a hitherto trusted principal can start behaving badly, so a security infrastructure must be able to detect this.
Message Quality: a Security Model
This section introduces the message quality model. An overview of the model is given in Section 3.1 and the elements needed to implement the model are presented in Section 3.2.
Approach
There are two cornerstones to the security model presented here.
• The first is that a principal must prove what it does rather than who it is (i.e., its identity). A principal's identity might not change, but its ability to service a request -what it does -can change as new functionality is added, viruses spread, etc.
• The second cornerstone is decentralization. That is, as suggested in Figure 1 , the security framework on a principal's device decides on the security of each message. If the message is acceptable, then it is passed up to higher application layers for processing.
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Ambient System Security Otherwise, the message gets rejected without the application being informed. For decentralization, there must be sufficient information in the message and pre-distributed to Bob to take this decision. This is necessary to allow a decision to be taken without real-time recourse to a (perhaps absent from network) trusted third party. Consider a message M sent from Alice to Bob, c.f., Figure 1 . There are three desirable properties of M that define its security and trustworthiness:
1. M is plausible. This is the property that M is a message that Alice is likely to utter, given the behavioral profile of Principal Alice. For instance, if Alice is a frequent taxi passenger, then the messages she is likely to utter include requests for a taxi. This property is useful in defending against masquerade attacks and helps to identify users with stolen devices.
2. M is trustworthy. This is the property that permits Bob to believe that the contents of message M are true. For example, if Alice sends a message asking for a taxi, then Bob -the taxi driver -can stop the taxi with sufficient confidence that there is a passenger waiting to mount. Trustworthiness is not an absolute value of a message. Rather, it is a feature whereby Alice can complement a message with proof that the contents of the message are trustworthy. This aspect leverages work done in trustbased frameworks, e.g., [18, 20] . In Figure 1 , the proof is represented in the plea object.
3. M is useful. This is the property that Bob is interested in M . The message is rejected as spam by Bob's device if it does not correspond to the class of messages that Bob wishes to receive.
These properties are collectively known as message quality and, as is later argued, are crucial to addressing the risks outlined. Note how the onus is on the message sender to convince the receiver of the quality of its message.
Management of Message Quality
The abstractions used to implement message quality are profiles, policies and pleas. All are first-class objects in the message quality model.
PI n˚1896
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A profile is a declarative entity that defines the expected behavior of a principal. Each principal carries a profile object and other principals can query it. A policy is a programmable entity held by each message receiver that is evaluated each time a message is received. The role of a policy is to determine if the message is sufficiently trustworthy, plausible and useful from the receiver's point of view. A plea is a copy of the sender's profile and history information that a sender includes in a message in order to argue for the message's quality.
Both profile and policy objects are declarative. They are installed on the device, perhaps at the same time as applications are installed. Since not all users will be competent in defining these objects, they could also be downloaded with an application. Installation of applications as well as profile and policy objects is a PIN-protected operation.
Principals
The role of identity for principals is deprecated in the message quality model. While most principals do not need to furnish or even possess an identity, there is a small population of identities that are well-known. For instance, software providers (e.g., application and OS providers), service providers (e.g., a taxi company where passengers use their PDAs to gain access to the service) can be considered well-known since all passengers must interact with them at some stage, e.g., to download the software or renew their subscription. Another class of well-known principals are hardware providers, including the TPM manufacturers as well as the authorities that manage TPM cryptographic keys.
One role of the well-known principals can be to define programs and policies for devices since many users might not be in a position to define these for themselves.
Profiles Principal behavior is defined in a profile. A profile is qualified by the set of installed programs. A program, in turn, is qualified by the following information:
• The actions of the program. These are expressed as the set of messages that the program can send and receive.
• A certification of the program origin that describes where or by whom the program was developed. The certification of a program's origin can be denoted by a certificate. In this paper's model, this certificate is named the createdBy certificate.
• A certification of the program installation describing who installed the program on the device. This certification is denoted by the installedBy certificate.
• Any other application or service specific certifications that are considered useful in an application context, e.g., inspectedBy. Each device administrator is free to define his own certifications for program profiles.
The certificates in the profile are termed profile certificates. The role of a certificate is to bind a public key to a profile, which are keys belonging to well-known principals. We conjecture that the number of certificates is nonetheless minimized since they certify behavior, and not identity. For instance, there can be millions of taxi clients for a single taxi client behavioral
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Figure 2: Ambient device environment
Policies When Bob receives a message, its security kernel rejects the message if it does not conform to the profile of Alice. Further, for utility, Bob can specify a policy on the acceptable profile of the message sender. A sender whose message profile does not conform with this policy has its message automatically rejected. The two elements of the policy are:
1. the evidence -a message history that the sender must demonstrate for trustworthiness, and, 2. the required profile certificates -specified as the role (i.e., createdBy, installedBy, etc.) and public key of well-known principals. Like programs, policies can be downloaded and installed on the device (since ordinary PDA users are not expected to understand the intricate details).
Platform The structure of an ambient device platform using the message quality model is illustrated in Figure 2 . The OS or runtime environment runs alongside a software layer called the trusted zone. This zone stores profiles, policies and history data. The profile and policy can only be set by furnishing a PIN that, supposedly, only the owner of the platform knows. One of the programs running on the device is a device agent ; it is a trusted program that interacts with well-known principals for downloading programs and profiles.
Verifying Message Quality A profile is used to construct a plea for each message sent. The other component of a plea is a history of messages sent and received by a principal. A plea sent along with a message M from Alice to Bob is used in the following way by Bob's trusted zone to verify message quality. • Trustworthiness is verified by ensuring that Alice's history of messages matches a series of messages that Bob specifies as required evidence.
• Utility is verified by ensuring that M belongs to Bob's profile.
For precision, we formalize the core concepts of message quality verification. There are a basic number of data types τ i used by principals in the messages they exchange, each with data values { d i }.
Each device stores a history of messages sent and received. This is defined as a sequence of data items D, where each entry is tagged as being a value received as input, i, or a value transmitted which is tagged with o.
The profile of a device is defined as the sequence of message types received and sent by the device. An entry in a profile message sequence can be a value D or a type τ representing the fact that a value of that type gets sent or received.
Similarly, part of a principal's policy is the required evidence E that an interacting principal must furnish with its message in order to demonstrate trustworthiness. This also is defined as a tuple of data or types.
E : D|τ i/o
Profile certificates bind keys K to profiles for certain roles R (e.g., installedBy, createdBy, etc.):
A profile certificate c for a profile p is validated for a role r and public key k if the signature maps, i.e., c(r, p) = k.
A message m exchanged between two devices is a quadruple of a data item, a profile, a history and a list of profile certificates:
To verify message quality, a message m (= (d, p S , h, c * )) is analyzed against the receiving principal's policy. The policy is the required profile certificates (for role r i and signature k i ), the required evidence e and his profile p R . Verification examines plausibility (σ P ), utility (σ U ) and trustworthiness (σ T ), and also validates the profile certificates (σ C ). 
The operator represents the matching of a message data sequence D to a profile. For profile P = p 0 , ....., p n , its length len(P ) is n + 1, where p i is a data item d i/o or a type τ i/o , tagged with an input/output marker. A subsequence of a profile, with length k and starting from index j in m is defined as:
in D has the same value and direction (input or output) as the corresponding entry in the profile, if this is a data value, or has the type specified for that entry in the profile.
∃j. subseq(P, j, len(D)).
p i = d i if p i is a data item p i = τ (d i ) if p i is a type
Model Implementation
This section presents implementation details of the model. A prototype is described in Section 4.1, and this is used to present an example in 4.2. Finally, Section 4.3 analyzes the security of the model.
Prototype
We implemented the tuple space framework in the Java programming language, this choice being facilitated by the widespread availability of Java environments for ambient computing devices and by the safety guarantees of the language. The latter are useful for ensuring that the trusted zone is not tampered with by user programs. The implementation is lightweight, containing only 3KLOC. Our motivation for implementing the message quality model is to experiment with its notion of security in a range of application environments.
The programming model chosen in this paper is based on the Linda tuple space model [7] . Communication in Linda is based on the exchange of typed data sequences called tuples via a message board (or tuple space). For example, <"Taxi", "Airport", 30> is a tuple where the first two elements are strings and the third is an integer. A tuple is placed in the tuple PI n˚1896
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C. Bryce space using the out operation, at which point it becomes visible to all processes or principals that have access to the tuple space. A tuple is addressed using patterns that match one or a set of tuples present in the tuple-space. An example pattern that matches the previous tuple is <String, "Airport", int>. The Linda operation to read this tuple from the tuple space is read(<String, "Airport", int>).
The tuple space model is well suited to ambient environments since a sending principal does not need to know the identity of the receiving principal and the receiver need not know the sender. This is useful since there might be no principal naming scheme in place. Further, the receiver need not be present in the network when the message is sent; unlike for socket communication, the receiver picks up the message when he is ready.
Our implementation is based on the Lana system [3] , each principal has its own tuple space in which it publishes its tuples. The tuples in a principal's tuple space can be read by all other principals in its network vicinity; see Figure 3 . Many systems designed for ambient environments employ Linda's tuple space model for the reasons cited above, e.g., Lime [14] , Spread [4] . The list of operations is presented in Figure 3 . The only change in semantics compared with the Linda variant is the read operation: if no device is present in the network, or if there is no matching tuple, the operation sleeps for some time and then tries again. The read operation does not remove the tuple from the space. The out operation publishes a tuple in the space of the current principal. As can be seen from Figure 3 , the tuple space primitives do not contain explicit reference to the message quality model, so we consider its implementation in the programming model as transparent.
A key requirement for the message quality model is that a trusted zone be present on each device participating in the model. One approach to building trusted zones is to use software protection techniques, now possible using strongly typed languages like Java [8] .
Another approach is to rely on the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to enable a platform to demonstrate that the software it is running has not been tampered with. A TPM is a hardware device whose functionality is specified by the Trusted Computing Group [19] . The TPM is becoming commodity hardware, with 200 million TPM-enabled PCs having been shipped by the end of 2007.
A TPM is used to store measures of the platform, usually in the form of secure code and data hashes internally in its Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). To verify that a device is running correct (non-modified) software, its TPM can be challenged to produce its stored PCR values signed using an Attestation Identity Key (AiK). This key is created by a TPM and certified by a well-known principal (called a privacy authority). The privacy authority that certifies the AiKs can be the application software provider. On contacting the provider, the client device downloads the correct digest values. As illustrated in Figure 5 , when Alice sends a message m to Bob, this is in fact in reply to a tuple space query from Bob and a challenge to Alice's TPM. Bob can verify Alice's PCRs (and software) using his copy of the digest that he got when downloading the software. Trust is thus built in a transitive fashion: the digest permits Bob to believe that a correct version of the trusted zone is running on Alice's device, and then trust in Alice's trusted zone provider is sufficient for Bob to believe that Alice is correctly implementing the message quality model. The final step for building the trusted channel is then to verify message quality. 
Example
The example illustrates a shuttle service that people can call using their PDAs. There are two classes of service: the fast service enables clients to call taxis from any location, the second requires them to go to a shuttle depot where they take the shuttle. The principal interactions are illustrated in Figure 6 . The first three messages, for calling a shuttle, are only for fast shuttles; the final two message exchanges occur in all shuttles at the end of the trip. To call a shuttle, a customer sends a message -"Please" -with the desired destination. The shuttle replies with a fare quote, which the customer can accept by sending a "Stop" message. At the end of a trip, the shuttle sends an "Arrived" message to the customer, which is acknowledged by "Bye". There are two key security requirements that we want to implement in this application. One is plausibility for shuttles -customers can be sure that they are communicating with real shuttles, rather than with rogue devices masquerading as shuttles. The second requirement is customer trustworthiness: shuttles that receive requests need to believe that the request comes from a customer who wants to take a shuttle, rather than from someone playing customer messages "for fun". To increase trustworthiness, fast shuttles require that potential customers furnish evidence of previous shuttle rides. For trustworthiness, the taxi service assumes here that someone who has previously taken a taxi is less likely to lie about wanting to take the service again. The only inconvenience for customers is that their first ride via the service is on a slow shuttle.
The first extract, taken from a Java implementation, shows how the message exchange part of a profile (which is denoted protocol ) can be simply defined. This is the profile of a fast shuttle and describes its behavior in relation to taking a customer. Recall, the principal
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Ambient System Security 15 is unable to send messages that do not correspond to its profile since they get rejected by receiving principals due to message quality failure. When operating, the fast service shuttle accepts requests. Its first task is to define the evidence for servicing clients. The program starts by setting the profile of the principal. This can only be done by furnishing the correct PIN (which is something that a thief presumedly cannot know). The remainder of the code simply implements the protocol with the passenger. The call setRequiredCertificates specifies a profile certificate that must be present in the plea. This certificate attests that the shuttle program was installed by the shuttle company. This permits the client to distinguish a real shuttle from someone pretending to be one by installing the same program. The key used in this certificate is the public key of the shuttle company: this is loaded on the principal when the customer program is installed.
Analysis of Model
Message quality is useful in addressing the risks outlined in Section 2. With respect to theft, while this risk can never be eliminated, the goal of a security framework is to reduce the benefit to a thief. For instance, employing PINs to access a device and having the owners re-enter his PIN at the start of each session, reduces benefit to thieves. For this reason, PINs are part of our security solution. Further, the plausibility feature of message quality ensures that if Charlie steals Alice's device and sends a message to Bob, then Bob can detect that the device is stolen if the request does not correspond to a message that Alice would normally send. The thief can only use the device for actions (behavior) that Alice specified, and only in the time window that exists before the principal owner is required to re-enter a PIN.
Similarly, viruses exhibit their presence on a device through behavior that is not typical of the owner of the device. Malware that manifests itself in this way is detected through violations of plausibility since messages are sent that are incompatible with the device's profile. Thus, even if validly installed programs get corrupted via stack smashing or buffer overflow, their invalid behavior gets detected. Finally, the usefulness and trustworthiness properties tackle spam.
Security is a feature that is inherently difficult to measure. First, a system is only secure with respect to some policy. In ambient systems, each principal has his own policy on the messages that are acceptable. There need be no relation between the policies of different principals. The measure of security for a principal is the ratio of correct message acceptance and rejection decisions made by the automated security framework compared to the outcome that the principal would attribute if he were taking the decision himself, manually, for each message [2] . In this sense, security is measurable using a Turing-like test.
To consider the security of the model, we can compare it with other security approaches. There are traditionally two phases in a security infrastructure: authentication and authorization. Authentication is concerned with binding a principal to a virtual identity representation within the system; authorization is concerned with determining whether the principal associated with the virtual identity may have access to a service or information item. Every automated security infrastructure works with two assumptions:
• Assumption U: Any principal authenticated and bound to a virtual identity for p is p.
• Assumption T: Any principal p that has been granted access to a service is trusted to use that service.
All attacks on security infrastructures seek to undermine these assumptions. For instance, key theft or password cracking undermine Assumption U; behaving well in order to become trusted so as to exploit this trust to misuse information undermines Assumption T. Security infrastructures integrate mechanisms to enforce the assumptions. For instance, certificate revocation limits curtail attacks on Assumption U; audits seek to curtail attacks on Assumption T. Practical and theoretical limits means that the two assumptions can never be satisfied. For Assumption T, the theoretical limit is that there can be no guarantee that a principal that has always behaved correctly in the past will continue to behave correctly in the future. He may become dishonest or his device become faulty through ware or virus infection. For Assumption U, a user may be acting under the orders of an attacker (through blackmail or threats), so the effective user is the attacker.
Nonetheless, the assumptions do allow us to reason about the security of our model compared to other security infrastructures. For Assumption U, our model defines the window of attack as being the session during which a PIN is not required, and the set of programs that the owner has installed on the device. Thus, the device can be temporarily used by a thief for the same purpose that the owner uses it. Nonetheless, the thief cannot install his own programs unless he has successfully carried out a PIN theft. This is a stronger guarantee than currently exists for PC environments.
With respect to assumption T, the innovation of trust and recommendation frameworks with respect to traditional architectures is that the dynamic behavior of principals is taken into account. In other words, the privileges accorded to a principal are directly related to its past behavior; a principal can increase its trustworthiness by behaving correctly. This exploits Assumption T, i.e., the more one knows about a principal's past behavior, the better one can judge its future behavior. In traditional architectures, the system is not able to automatically adapt the privileges accorded to a principal as a function of its behavior. Our system allows dynamic behavior to be judged since evidence must be transfered as part of the plea. Evidence cannot be faked by a principal since it is automatically registered in the trusted zone during communication. Thus, the only way to obtain evidence of having called a taxi is to call a taxi.
In the model, the history is stored in the trusted zone. A principal may choose to remove parts of its history from the trusted zone -for instance to economize space or to eliminate redundancy -but it may not add messages explicitly. We contend that most scenarios only need to record a small part of their history. The shuttle service was an example where a PI n˚1896 inria-00300400, version 1 -18 Jul 2008 C. Bryce principal's history is used as evidence to argue for a message's quality. Another approach to eliminating the history log is for a principal to ask a well-known authority principal to sign a profile certificate (with a role historyValidatedBy) for the requesting principal. The requestor only needs to present its history log in exchange for the profile certificate. The principal can transmit this profile certificate in pleas.
Related Work and Conclusions
This paper has presented a security model for ambient information systems. The model concentrates on the property of message quality, which is the cornerstone for implementing other security protocols. The framework has the advantage of not undermining the attractive properties of ambient systems, notably, anonymity and spontaneity of communication. The model is prototyped in Java and the prototype's implementation uses the TPM. A longer version of this paper is found in [1] .
Property-based attestation [15] looks at how the TPM can be used to enable devices to deliver proofs that specific security properties hold. The work does not specify how properties are derived from the measures taken by the TPM. Nonetheless, it shows that the TPM can be used for more elaborate security guarantees than binary (code) attestation.
The plausibility aspect of message quality is similar in concept to proof-carrying code [12] whose main aim is to protect a platform from untrustworthy code. In this approach, a downloaded program is accompanied by a proof of the program's (good) behavior. The host environment can verify the proof mechanically, and if this passes, can then trust the program to run securely. An example of the properties that can be proven in this approach is the sequence of system calls made by the program, e.g., [17] where the host environment verifies that the program does not leak platform information. The message quality model is nonetheless computationally less expensive than the verification mechanisms of proofcarrying code.
The goal of reputation management systems [18] and trust systems is to enable principals to exchange their experiences with other principals so that one can judge their expected behavior. However, two key challenges remain in reputation management. First, there is no way of generalizing the behavior of principals across applications. For instance, the fact that a principal can be trusted to forward packets in an ad hoc network, does not mean that one can trust it to store a file. Second, in a real environment, a principal might have a limited number of other devices that it can contact at a given moment for recommendations. This is known as the sparseness problem; it underlines that fact that reputation systems require that a principal can access a large amount of reputation data for it to be able to take a meaningful decision. These issues are less important in this paper's model since it attests program behavior directly. Nonetheless, we leverage aspects of trust based systems by allowing principals to store a history of their past behavior (message exchanges). This evidence constitutes trust data that a principal can use to convince another that it is trustworthy.
The notion of message quality is important to a wide class of systems today where information is pushed to the user, e.g., e-mail, instant messaging, RSS feeds, etc. Even when Irisa inria-00300400, version 1 -18 Jul 2008 surfing the Web, users are inundated with information, so mechanisms for verifying the quality of this information are required. Whereas localized networks in ambient computing reduce the dependence of devices on trusted third parties, scalability and performance reasons can force this dependence in Web based systems to be reduced.
